Abstract-We propose a new approach to approximating the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation (CKE) for particle-based nonlinear filtering algorithms, using a new proposal distribution and the improved fast Gauss transform (IFGT) with tighter accuracy bounds. The new proposal distribution, used to obtain a Monte Carlo (MC) approximation of the CKE, is based on the proposal distribution found in the auxiliary marginal particle filter (AMPF). By using MC integration to approximate the integrals of the AMPF proposal distribution as well as the CKE, we demonstrate significant improvement in terms of both error and computation time. We consider the additive state noise case where the evaluation of the CKE is equivalent to performing kernel density estimation (KDE), thus fast methods such as the IFGT can be used. In practice, the IFGT demonstrates performance far better than that which is predicted by current error analysis, therefore the existing bounds are not useful for determining the IFGT parameters which in practice have to be chosen experimentally in order to obtain satisfactory compromise between accuracy and speed of the filtering algorithm. We provide in this paper much improved performance bounds for the IFGT, and which unlike the previous bound, are consistent with the expectation that the error decreases as the truncation order of the IFGT increases. The new bounds lead to a new definition of the IFGT parameters and give important insight into the effect that these parameters have on the error, therefore facilitating the choice of parameters in practice. The experimental results show that we can obtain similar error to the sequential importance sampling (SIS) particle filter, while using fewer particles. Furthermore the choice of the new IFGT parameters remains roughly the same for all the examples that we give.
I. INTRODUCTION

N
ONLINEAR filtering is concerned with dynamic systems of the form (1) (2) where and denote the state and measurement vectors at time respectively, , and denote two independent noise sequences, and , can be any two functions of the state vector. The aim of filtering is to find the posterior state distribution , where . The posterior state distribution can be computed recursively using [11] (3) (4) (5) When the state and measurement equations are linear and the noises are Gaussian, (3)-(5) can be evaluated analytically using the Kalman filter [1] ; otherwise, the recursive equations can only be approximated. One common approach is the extended Kalman filter (EKF) [1] where the nonlinear functions in (1) and (2) are replaced with a first-order Taylor series approximation and used in the Kalman filter. Another common approach is particle filtering or sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) methods [8] , [21] . Most particle filters approximate the joint density although only the marginal is of interest, thereby necessitating the use of a resampling stage. The other paradigm to particle filtering [2] , [11] approximates the marginal directly and was termed the marginal particle filter (MPF) in [2] . The MPF uses Monte Carlo (MC) integration and importance sampling (IS) to approximate the integrals in the Bayes recursion equations (3)- (5) . When using the MPF, there are two challenges that have to be addressed, choosing a proposal distribution and evaluating the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation (CKE) (3) in a computationally efficient manner especially for high dimensional problems.
Using IS requires the definition of a proposal distribution from which one draws the samples that are used to obtain the MC approximation of the integral. Although in theory any probability density function (PDF) with the same support as the posterior can be used, in practice due to the limited computational resources it is advisable that the proposal be as similar as possible to the posterior in order to obtain the best performance. In this work we develop a new proposal distribution for MC integration using IS.
The computational complexity of evaluating (3) times is , where is the number of samples used to represent the PDF in each time step. Most previous work employing the MPF [11] considered the one and two dimensional cases where the number of particles is relatively small, thus (3) was evaluated directly. In [2] the fast Gauss transform (FGT) [5] , which is an efficient kernel density estimation (KDE) method, was used to speed up the computation when the state noise is assumed Gaussian and additive. KDE methods have also been used in other nonlinear filtering algorithms besides the MPF [19] , [20] ; however, whereas the later methods use the KDE as a part of the resampling stage, in [2] the KDE was regarded as another interpretation of the CKE. In this work we consider the use of the improved fast Gauss transform (IFGT) [7] to reduce the computational complexity of the CKE. Similarly to the FGT, the IFGT can be used to perform fast KDE; however, its computational constant grows more moderately with the dimension compared to the FGT for which the computational constant grows exponentially with the dimension. In practice, the IFGT demonstrates performance which is far better than the existing performance bounds; thus, they are not useful to determining the truncation order and the number of clusters that should be used to clusters the source points. In this work, we develop new performance bounds which are significantly tighter and which, unlike the old bounds, agree with our expectation that the error decreases as the truncation order increases. The new bounds lead to a new definition of the IFGT parameters and give new insight into the effect that these parameters have on the error, thus facilitating the experimental choice of the IFGT parameters.
Our experimental results show that using the new framework we can obtain similar error and timing results to the sequential importance sampling (SIS) particle filter; however, the number of particles can be reduced significantly. This may prove to be significant in practical real time implementation as the storage complexity is reduced significantly. Furthermore, when considering filtering in sensor networks, power conservation requirements necessitate using as few particles as possible [22] since the particles need to be transmitted between the different nodes in the network.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we give the background on the FGT and the IFGT and provide background on MC integration and IS. In Section III, we describe the nonlinear filtering algorithm and the new proposal distribution. In Section IV, we derive new upper error bounds for the IFGT, and in Section V we analyze the new bounds and explain how to choose the IFGT parameters based on the new bounds. Section VI presents experimental results for the nonlinear filtering algorithm. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we provide the background on KDE and the FGT and IFGT algorithms, as well as the background on Monte Carlo integration and importance sampling which are used in the nonlinear filtering algorithm.
A. KDE
KDE is most often used to determine a nonparametric PDF from a set of samples [3] . The KDE evaluated at a target point then takes the form (6) where is a kernel function with scale parameter (the "bandwidth"), are referred to as source points, are the source strengths, and denotes the dimension. For the purpose of obtaining a good nonparametric estimate of the PDF, the optimal bandwidth has to be estimated [9] . Evaluating in (6) at different target points has quadratic computational complexity, therefore there have been several approaches suggested in literature to reduce this computational complexity while compromising on the accuracy.
The different methods to fast evaluation of KDE rely on the divide and conquer approach where either the source space or the joint source and target space are first partitioned into different regions. Beyond the initial partitioning the various algorithms can be categorized into discrete approximation techniques such as the dual tree algorithm (DTA) [4] , [9] and continuous approximation algorithms such as the FGT and IFGT. The DTA uses tight upper error bounds to approximate large clusters in the joint source target space using a centroid approximation. Furthermore, the DTA can be used under several choices of kernel functions and its speed is independent of the dimension. However, significant speed-ups are usually obtained only when the bandwidth is smaller than the optimal bandwidth [9] . Since for the nonlinear filtering case, the bandwidth is determined by the state's noise standard deviation, this may significantly limit the applicability of the DTA for cases where the state's noise standard deviation is larger than the optimal bandwidth for the particles. The FGT applies only in the case of a Gaussian kernel where a Hermite polynomial expansion is used to approximate the Gaussian kernel function beyond the initial space partitioning. The Hermite expansion enables (6) to be approximated to any degree of accuracy using an alternative expression whose computational complexity is linear in the number of samples, however the computational constant grows exponentially with the dimension. The IFGT solves this problem by using a different form of expansion for the Gaussian kernel such that the computational constant grows more moderately with the dimension. Both the FGT and IFGT can offer a significant speedup when the bandwidth is larger than the optimal bandwidth.
1) The FGT:
The FGT considers the special case where the kernel function in (6) is a Gaussian:
where denotes the variance of the Gaussian kernel, and . The basis for the FGT is the one dimensional Hermite expansion of the Gaussian function around point :
where and where , and satisfies the recursion:
. The extension to the multidimensional case is then obtained using the products of the one dimensional expansions. We adopt the multi-index notation used in [5] , where is a dimensional tuple of nonnegative integers. For any we define , and . The factorial of the multi-index is defined as , and the length is defined as . The multidimensional expansion of a Gaussian around therefore takes the form
where , , and . Truncating (9) after the first terms and substituting into (7) yields (10) (11) where , is the truncation error, and are the FGT coefficients.
Let sources with weights lie in a dimensional box with center and side lengths , with . Then the error due to truncating the series (10) after terms satisfies the bound [6] (12) where (13) and where
The FGT partitions the source space into dimensional boxes of side with , which are parallel to the axes.
Each source point is then assigned to the box in which it lies, and the FGT coefficients (11) for each box are computed using the sources assigned to it where the for each box is the center of the box. The FGT evaluates each of the target points at each of the nearest boxes, which adds an error which is bounded by due to ignoring all the source points in the other boxes. The truncation error incurred by evaluating the target points at the nearest boxes using (10) is bounded by , where . Therefore, the FGT can approximate the KDE to any degree of accuracy.
As can be seen from (10) and (11), the computational complexity of the FGT is linear with the number of samples; however, since the number of FGT coefficients grows exponentially with the dimension so does the computational constant. Since (10) has to be evaluated at each cluster, the computational complexity of the FGT also grows linearly with the number of clusters. The FGT can also make use of translation operators which can reduce the computational cost; however, the computational constant still grows exponentially with the dimension.
2) IFGT: The IFGT [7] also deals with the Gaussian kernel case, however it uses another form of expansion around a point instead of the Hermite expansion (9)
where , , , and where (14) follows from expanding the exponent of the cross term using a Taylor expansion. Truncating (14) after the first terms and substituting into (7), we have: (15) (16) where . Since the summation in (15) is over all the IFGT coefficients with multi-index such that , then the computational constant grows more moderately with the dimension compared to the computational constant of the FGT that grows exponentially with the dimension.
Let and denote upper bounds on and respectively, and let sources with weights lie in a ball with center and radius . Then the error due to truncating the series (15) after the th order, when evaluating a target point within distance from the ball's center, satisfies the bound [7] (17)
where (18) and where . The IFGT clusters the source points into balls with radius and computes the IFGT coefficients for each ball using (16) . For each target point the IFGT finds the clusters whose centers lie within the range , and evaluates the target point using (15) at each of these clusters. The error due to ignoring all the source points outside of range from the clusters' centers is bounded by [14] . The truncation error incurred by evaluating the target point at each of the clusters is bounded by , where . Therefore, for every choice of and , we can bound the approximation error of the KDE. However since the truncation error and the error due to ignoring the source points outside of range are coupled, it is unclear from this formulation how to choose and such that the approximation is smaller than a specified value . Furthermore as was noted in [14] , [17] the bound (17) is very pessimistic. An approach to determining the truncation order and the parameters , which is based on a bound which is tighter than (17) was presented in [17] . First in order to decouple the truncation error and the error due to ignoring source points outside of range , it is proposed to use of the form (19) where , in which case the error due to ignoring source points outside of range is and we can choose such that this error is smaller than . Second, the source points are clustered into balls where is chosen according to some heuristic criteria which is related to the computational constant of the IFGT rather than its accuracy. The parameter for each ball can then be obtained as the radius of the ball. The truncation order for each cluster is then determined such that , where the truncation error for the Gaussian kernel is given by (20) where (21) The truncation error in (15) is therefore bounded by
Since the number of clusters is chosen based on a heuristic criteria rather than the bound and subsequently the truncation order is chosen such that a specified upper bound is satisfied, there is no guarantee that this choice is optimal under any criteria. Furthermore, since in practice for the nonlinear filtering case the IFGT parameters , , are chosen experimentally, the current bounds provide us with very little insight into how they should be chosen. In Section IV, we present new bounds and show that they are significantly tighter than (20) and (22) . In Section V, we analyse the new bounds and demonstrate that the new bounds also provide us with important insight into the choice of the IFGT parameters. The new bounds also lead to a new definition of the IFGT parameters using which we show that one can easily approximate the KDE to any specified order of accuracy. In Section VI, we demonstrate experimentally that the new parameters remain roughly the same for different experimental settings.
B. MC Integration and IS
Consider the generic problem of evaluating integrals of the form (24) and suppose that is a valid PDF. The MC framework approximates (24) by drawing the samples from , and approximating (24) using the empirical average (25) where converges almost surely to [10] . When it is difficult to sample from the distribution , then IS can be used to approximate the integral. Assume that we can obtain samples from a proposal distribution that satisfies the condition support support , then by rewriting (24) as (26) we can use the MC integration framework to approximate (26). By drawing the samples from then the approximation takes the form (27) and since (27) is a Monte Carlo estimator it converges almost surely to . Although the IS framework applies to a broad range of proposal distributions, the convergence rate depends on how close the proposal distribution is to . For poor choices of the convergence rate may be quite slow. Another important factor influencing the quality of the MC approximation is the quality of the samples obtained from the proposal distribution. Using entirely random sampling does not explore the sample space in the most uniform way, whereas quasi-MC (QMC) methods [11] (also known as low discrepancy point sets) which are deterministic in nature, lead to a more uniform exploration of the sample space. QMC methods have been shown empirically as well as theoretically to lead to a faster convergence compared to entirely random sampling. There have been several approaches presented in literature to generating QMC points [12] . In this work we use the Halton sequence which pertains to the digital nets low discrepancy point sets family. The use of QMC methods in this work is limited to sampling from a Gaussian mixture of the form (28) where are weights and is a Gaussian with mean and covariance matrix . The exact details regarding QMC sampling of this form are given in algorithm 1. A comprehensive study on the use of QMC methods for nonlinear filtering was presented in [11] . • perform Cholesky decomposition on , i.e.,
• transform to , via , , where .
• set , . end for
III. NONLINEAR FILTERING
A. The Marginal Particle Filter
The nonlinear filtering approach that we use in this work follows that in [11] where IS and QMC methods are used to approximate the integrals in (3)-(5). Assuming we have a proposal denisty from which we can sample easily, then using (27) to approximate the integrals we can replace the recursion (3)- (5) with (29) (30) where (31) and the state estimator can also be approximated using the IS framework (32) where , and the result is obtained when using IS to approximate both the integrand and .
The MPF filtering algorithm is summarized as follows. 
B. Proposal Distributions
The choice of the proposal distribution has a significant affect on the performance of the filtering algorithm. Next we describe several choices for proposal distributions that we consider in this work.
1) SIS:
The sequential IS (SIS) is the most computationally beneficial choice for a proposal distribution. If we take (33) it simplifies (30) (34) thereby avoiding the computationally expensive stage of evaluating the predictive density values (29). Sampling from (33) is then performed using Algorithm 1. However this choice does not take into consideration the information given by the latest measurement , and therefore may be inefficient and require the number of particles to be very large, especially in high dimensions. Having a large number of particles is inefficient since it leads to a large memory complexity.
2) AMPF: The optimal choice of a proposal distribution is the posterior distribution , however it is often hard to obtain samples from the posterior. Using the AMPF [2] it is possible to obtain samples from a proposal distribution that is close to the posterior distribution. The posterior distribution can equivalently be written as (35) (36) Using (35) we can sample from the proposal distribution by first sampling , which is known as the auxiliary variable from , and then sampling from . Since (36) cannot usually be evaluated analytically, it was suggested in [2] to use the approximation where . Furthermore, since sampling from is not always possible, we follow [2] and sample from instead, where in all the cases which we consider is a Gaussian distribution from which samples are easily drawn. Therefore, the AMPF proposal distribution is [2] (37) and the sampling is performed using Algorithm 1.
3) AMPF-IS:
We propose a new proposal distribution which we call AMPF-IS, where (36) is approximated using IS. For each we draw samples from and approximate (36) using (38) Sampling from the proposal proceeds similarly to the AMPF case using (37), using the approximation in (38) and using Algorithm 1.
C. Reducing the Computational Complexity of the AMPF Using the IFGT
The AMPF and AMPF-IS improve on the SIS proposal distribution since the information provided by the latest measurement is used to perform sampling in areas of high probability of the posterior , however there is an added computational cost incurred by having to evaluate (29) and (37), both of which have computational complexity. Next we show that this computational complexity can be reduced to using the IFGT.
In this work, we consider the case where the state noise in (1) is a zero mean Gaussian with a covariance matrix . Factorizing into we can rewrite (29) as (39) where , and . Therefore, (39) is equivalent to (7) where , , and and are the target and source points respectively. Thus, (39) can be approximated using the IFGT. Similarly, we can approximate (37) using the IFGT.
IV. NEW ERROR BOUNDS FOR THE IFGT
In this section, we derive new upper error bounds for the IFGT. The first bound assumes that the source points and their weights are given, whereas the second bound applies to the case where only the radius of a ball containing the source points is known.
Theorem 1: The error due to truncating the series (15) after th order satisfies the bound Proof: The truncation error in (15) can be bounded by,
where (43) follows from the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, (44) follows since the infinite sum in (43) is the tail of the Taylor series expansion of the exponent function, and (45) is obtained by maximizing over .
Let . Since is a decreasing function of
, and is an increasing function of (this can be easily seen by the infinite sum form (43)), then their product can either be a monotonically increasing function, or monotonically decreasing function, or have a single global maximum/minimum. We note that , and since
as for any bounded , we have . Therefore, cannot be a monotonically increasing or a monotonically decreasing function, and since it is a positive function it must have a single global maximum. Therefore, (45) has a single global maximum which can be found by a line search maximization algorithm. Additionally since the infinite sum in (43) decreases as increases, so does . Therefore, the upper bound decreases as the truncation order increases.
In order to derive the second bound we first have to use two propositions which are proven in the Appendix. By the definition of and in (49) and (52), respectively, we have (55) and (56) Using (55) and (56) in (54), we obtain (57) which is equivalent to . Therefore, is an increasing function of .
V. ANALYSIS OF THE NEW ERROR BOUNDS AND CHOOSING THE IFGT PARAMETERS USING THE NEW BOUNDS
In this section, we first analyse the new error bounds and demonstrate that the new error bounds a) are significantly tighter than the old bound and b) are consistent with our expectation that the error decreases as the truncation order increases. Since in practice the truncation order and the number of clusters that are used to partition the source points have to be chosen experimentally such that a compromise between the speed and accuracy of the filtering algorithm is obtained, these new bounds provide important insight into this choice. We then show how the IFGT parameters , , and can be chosen using the new bounds such that the KDE can be approximated to any order of accuracy.
A. Analysis of the Error Bounds 1) Analysis of the Error Bound in Theorem 1:
We evaluate the new upper error bound in Theorem 1 and the old upper error bound (22) , assuming that the source points are drawn from a multivariate Gaussian PDF, and the weights are obtained by evaluating the multivariate Gaussian PDF at the source points. This is an appropriate model for the filtering case where the (40) and (22) versus truncation order for source points generated from a zero mean Gaussian with covariance matrix 0.4 I.
source points and weights represent a PDF that could be modeled as a Gaussian mixture where each cluster of source points originates from a different mixture. We compare the upper error bounds to the maximum error obtained experimentally when using the IFGT, where a single cluster is used for all the source points. We generated 5000 source points from a 4-D multivariate Gaussian with covariance matrix 0.4 , and set the weights of all the source points to the same value. For simplicity, we used in (7), and we assume . We generated 5000 target points from a uniform distribution over . Fig. 1 compares the upper error bounds (40) and (22) , and the empirical maximum error obtained for the generated data. It can be seen that the new bound is significantly tighter compared to the old bound. Since as discussed above the experimental scenario that we used to evaluate the bound given in Theorem 1 is very similar to what is expected in a nonlinear filtering problem, Fig. 1 gives strong evidence that using small truncation orders should be sufficient to obtain satisfactory performance in nonlinear filtering problems.
2) Analysis of the Error Bound in Theorem 2: Fig. 2 plots in (52), and in (20) for , and for truncation orders 5, 8. It can be seen that the new bound is significantly tighter than the existing bound . Furthermore it can be seen that the old bound is not consistent with our expectation that the error decreases as the truncation order increase. Theorem 2, on the other hand, stipulates that the error decreases as the truncation order increases. In the next subsection we describe our implementation of the IFGT which clusters the source points into balls with radius . Therefore, based on Theorem 2 we can expect the error performance of the filtering algorithm to improve as the truncation order increases for any value of .
B. Choosing the IFGT Parameters Using the New Bounds 1) Choosing Parameters That Satisfy a Specified Error
Bound: Similarly to (19), we take , thus the error due to ignoring all the other clusters is bounded by . Taking , the error due to truncating the expansion after the th order is bounded by . Therefore, by fixing and according to plots such as Fig. 2 , we can bound the maximum truncation error. Similarly we can choose such that is less than . Therefore, we define the new IFGT parameters to be , , and . The specific details of the IFGT using this choice of parameters is summarized in Algorithm 3. We may obtain an even tighter bound than for the truncation error by applying the bound given in Theorem 1 for each cluster and summing the error bounds over all the clusters.
2) Choosing the Parameters Experimentally: As is evident from the previous discussion about choosing the parameters that satisfy a specified error bound, the parameters that determine the performance of the IFGT are , , and . Since is independent of and it can be specified separately, whereas it can be seen from Fig. 2 that and are dependent. Furthermore the larger is, and the smaller is the more accurate the IFGT becomes. The process of choosing and experimentally therefore requires incrementing and decreasing until a satisfactory performance of the filtering algorithm is obtained. It should be noted that as increases and decreases the computational constant of the IFGT also increases therefore the filtering algorithm becomes slower.
Algorithm 3: IFGT
• Cluster all the source points into balls with radius .
• Compute the IFGT coefficients for each cluster using (16) .
• For each target point, sum over all evaluations of (15) at all the clusters with the centers that lie within from the target point.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we show experimental results for the new framework to nonlinear filtering. We also compare our results to using the SIS filter discussed previously. 
A. Example 1
For our simulations we use the a four dimensional state space model which is an extension of the one dimensional state space model used in [8] (58) (59) where , , , , , and . Each experiment had 200 time steps, and the results were averaged over 100 different experiments. We used , , and in the IFGT. In Table I , we compare the root mean square error (RMSE) and timing results for the different algorithms when using the IFGT and when using direct evaluation of (37), (39). In the upper group of algorithms, we compare the results when using the MPF with the AMPF proposal distribution and with the AMPF-IS proposal distribution that we developed in this work. In the bottom of the table, we show the results obtained when using the SIS particle filter. It can be seen that the new AMPF-IS proposal distribution significantly improves the RMSE over the AMPF proposal distribution, and that increasing the number of samples used in the AMPF-IS proposal distribution, decreases the RMSE. Furthermore the use of the IFGT instead of the direct evaluation speeds up the execution time significantly while increasing the error only slightly. The timing and RMSE results using the AMPF-IS with the IFGT are comparable to the results obtained using the SIS particle filter, however the number of samples in the SIS particle filter is significantly larger.
In Table II , we show the RMSE and timing results obtained for different values of and truncation orders for the same nonlinear filtering example using , and . Each experiment had 200 time steps, and the results were averaged over 100 different experiments. It can be seen that the results verify what is predicted by the new bounds: a) the error increases as the value of increases; b) the error decreases as the value of increases; and c) satisfactory RMSE performance can be obtained for low truncation orders. Tables such as Table II can be used to find the optimal compromise between accuracy and speed of the filtering algorithm.
B. Example 2
In this section, we apply the new nonlinear filtering framework to the task of bearings only tracking of a single target in a sensor network [11] , [16] . The state vector includes the position of the target and its velocity on the plane, and takes the form (60) where is the time difference between two consecutive measurements, denotes the 2 2 identity matrix, and . The measurement equation which we use follows the model used in [13] (61) where denotes the position of the sensor, and where , denotes the two parameter wrapped Cauchy distribution [15] , that takes the form (62) where , . Each sensor has to choose the next leader sensor to perform the filtering once it has performed the measurement update. We use the scheme that was used in [11] where the new leader is chosen using the following decision rule:
where denotes the set of sensors that sensor can communicate with, is the coordinate of sensor , and is the one step ahead prediction made by the previous leader for the location of the target. Once the new leader sensor is chosen, the previous leader sensor transmits its state estimate to the new leader sensor. For the experiments presented here, we used and , where the track with 200 time steps was generated once and used for all the experiments. The measurements were generated using , where we used to generate the measurements, and to evaluate in (30) since this was necessary in order to avoid divergence from the real track for all the tested algorithms. The initial state estimate that we used was distributed as . For approximating the AMPF-IS integral using (38), we use . We used , , and in the IFGT. The timing and RMSE results were averaged over 100 different runs. The sensor network included 200 sensors. Fig. 3 shows the sensors, the target's track, and its estimate for a single experiment using the AMPF-IS and the IFGT algorithm. Table III shows the RMSE and timing results for the tracking experiments. It can be seen that using the AMPF-IS and the IFGT we can obtain similar RMSE results to the SIS particle filter using fewer particles, however the SIS filter is faster. It should be noted that since in such a sensor network application the particles have to be transmitted between the different sensors, energy conservation requirements mandate using as few samples as possible. Thus, using fewer samples may be more important than the computation time. It can also be seen that the IFGT improves the computation time over the direct evaluation, and the use of the AMPF-IS proposal distribution significantly improves the RMSE results over using the AMPF proposal distribution. 
C. Choosing versus Choosing the Number of Clusters
As was discussed in Section V-B, the new bounds suggest that one has to choose such that the radius of the balls that are used to cluster the data is . This is as opposed to the approach taken in [8] where as was discussed in Section II-A, one had to specify the number of clusters instead. In order to compare these two approaches for the nonlinear filtering case, we show the results of the two nonlinear filtering examples in Sections VI-A and VI-B for different choices of , and in Tables IV and V, respectively. The minimal value for was chosen such that none of the experiments diverged.
It can be seen that similar results can be obtained when fixing the right parameters for or ; however, the values for remain the same for the two filtering examples, whereas the values for change significantly between the two examples. This indicates that the formulation that is proposed here may have a significant advantage for the nonlinear filtering case as it requires less effort when choosing the IFGT parameters.
VII. CONCLUSION
We considered the use of the IFGT to perform fast KDE for evaluating the Chapman Kolmogorov equation in nonlinear filtering. We presented new upper error bounds for the IFGT which are significantly tighter than the existing bound. We related the truncation error to the distance of a source point from the center of the expansion and to the order of truncation for any target point analytically, and we showed that this error increases as the radius increases, and decreases as the truncation order increases. Since in practice the IFGT parameters have to be fixed experimentally, the new bounds facilitate the choice of parameters. We applied the IFGT to nonlinear filtering using the new AMPF-IS proposal distribution that uses IS to approximate not only the integrals in Bayes recursion equations, but also to approximate the integral in the AMPF. The experimental results using the new framework verify its effectiveness and show that it can be used to reduce the number of particles that have to be used. We also examined the effect that the IFGT parameters have on the nonlinear filtering performance, and confirmed the predictions of the new bounds.
APPENDIX I PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 Taking the derivative of with respect to and evaluating it at we obtain (64) for any . Therefore, all that there is left to show is that has a single maximum solution, since then only if . Similarly to the proof of Theorem 1, is an increasing function of since it is the tail of a the Taylor series expansion of the exponent function, and is a decreasing function of . Since ,
as for any bounded , and since is a positive function it must have a single maximum.
APPENDIX II PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
Taking the derivative of with respect to we obtain (66) which is strictly positive for every .
